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Check out this hilarious, unique, and relaxing coloring book by Outrageous Katie  Do you work with

a jerk for a boss? Is your daily commute a pain? Do you ever feel so stressed you want to tear your

hair out?  Life can be stressful, and sometimes you need to blow off some steam in a string of f

bombs. Now you can combine the stress relieving fun of a coloring book with your favorite swear

words with "Outrageous Katies Swear Word Coloring books". Color our illustrations including funny

and offensive swear words with each page full of many different designs.Â  These

designsÂ include..  Animals Mandalas Trees & Flowers and so much more!  Swear words you will

find include...  As*hole Limpd*ck Jack*ss Bullsh*t  And many others! If you&#39;re looking to blow

off some steam then look no further than our Swear Word Coloring Book. You will feel relaxed and

stress free trying to stay in the lines of our beautiful illustrations. Just remember, this coloring book

is not for kids! they are our future for f*cks sake! If youâ€™re looking for a swear word coloring book

that will have you giggling like a kid, that holds no punches, and is beautifully designed and drawn

then this is the book for you! Swear Word Coloring Book is the hard work of the one and only

Outrageous Katie! Her humor is perfect for swear word coloring books, and her artistic prowess is

among the best the adult coloring books genre. Outrageous Katie takes great pride in every page of

her books, and she has thousands of happy customers to back up her hard work. Katieâ€™s books

consistently rank among adult coloring books best sellers. It seems like everyone is releasing a

swear word coloring book these days, but there are many things that set Outrageous Katie&#39;s

work apart from the competition. These are some of the many reasons that fans of coloring books

for adults love this book!
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If you&apos;re looking for a swear word coloring book that will have you giggling like a kid, that

holds no punches, and is beautifully designed and drawn then this is the book for you! Swear Words

Coloring Book is the hard work of one of Adult Coloring Books most creative illustrators, Outrageous

Katie! Her humor is perfect for swear word coloring books, and her artistic prowess is among the

best in adult coloring books. Outrageous Katie takes great pride in every page of her books, and

she has thousands of happy customers to back up her hard work. It seems like everyone is

releasing a swear word coloring book these days, but there are many things that set Outrageous

Katie&apos;s work apart from the competition. These are some of the many reasons that fans of

Adult Coloring Books love this book! Outrageous Katie&apos;s One Of A Kind Sense Of Humor.30

Creative, Raunchy, Funny Illustrations8.5 X 11 Inch High Quality PaperOriginal Artwork Found

Nowhere ElseKatie&apos;s books consistently rank among adult coloring books best sellers. She is

quickly becoming a favorite amongst swear word coloring book artists! That is because Outrageous

Katie offers a unique sweary experience with each of her books. Some of her books have jokes,

puns, or just curse words. All of them, however, are a blast to color in and show off to friends. Your

friends will be so jealous when they see how funny your coloring pages are. They may have swear

word coloring books, but they have nothing that is like this book. (why this book is different).

Coloring clubs also love this book. Group coloring is much more fun when there is something to

draw that is suggestive and raunchy! Try these out at your coloring clubs next meeting, we know it

will make quite the impression. Just make sure not to bring these around children, or someone who

does not appreciate the type of content in Outrageous Katie&apos;s coloring books! Children are

our future we would rather them be exposed to this sort of stuff a little later. It&apos;s always

important to know your crowd!Getting friends interested in your new coloring book will be as simple

as showing them a few pages out of it. We try and choose words that range from minorly explicit, to

shocking. The response we want is that of disturbing, amusement, and enjoyment. Our books are

meant to be funny, with a little bit of shock value, because sometimes shouting out a few swear

words is all it takes to get you back to thinking normally. When we get angry and stressed we feel

like our minds are going at a million miles per hour. Trying our books is a great experience for

anybody who wants to slow down and relax their mind. We all know that racing mind feeling is

uncomfortable, and sometimes it seems like there is no way to stop it. Simple, repetitive tasks are a



great cure for that. Coloring books offer you a simple repetitive task to calm and ease your racing

mind.

Sometimes people and work can make you stressed and uncomfortable. Maybe one customer

rubbed you the wrong way, or maybe your boss was being a little bit extra rude today. Â Most

people need to relax and unwind at at least one point of the day. That can be much easier said than

done whenever we are stressed and on a schedule. An Â Adult coloring book like ours offers you a

chance at shutting your mind down, focusing, and relaxing. If our book can help bring a bit of

laughter or serenity into people&apos;s lives we will consider our work a success. How will our

books allow someone to relax? The answer to that is simple. It has been shown that using adult

coloring books has similar effects to meditation. The act of meditation is simply trying to block out

stimuli around you and focusing on your own breathing. People who meditate daily report having an

overall better mood, as well as increased mental clarity, along with many other benefits. Adult

coloring books can mimic the effects of meditation through intense focus on coloring. Playing

relaxing music while coloring can help the user feel even more relief. Â Most people need to relax

and unwind at one point of the day. It is easier said than done sometimes whenever we are

stressed. Relieving stress is something that people have struggled with for generations. Sometimes

people are so stressed they have to be medicated. Many people cure stress by expressing

themselves creatively through art like painting. However not everyone can paint let alone draw. So

why not let someone else get the hard part done for you? All you have to do with our adult coloring

book is let your creativity run free and color in the lines. While you may not be the most artistic

person in the world, you can still express yourself on paper with an adult coloring book.So maybe

you don&apos;t quite have the artistic skill to take an idea and put it on paper. That&apos;s okay,

because shading is just as important to artists as drawing. To some it is even more important.

Maybe perfect lines will impress some people, but artists respect great shading. Adult coloring

books can help you work on your shading abilities. Â Also you can use the coloring books for tracing

practice as well. Our ink is very dark so it is perfect for use with tracing paper. Being creative can be

hard, not all of us were made to be prodigies! Most creative pursuits require a very early start. Some

as early on as 3 years old to be one of the best. Some of us just want a simple and private way to

express ourselves creatively, and adult coloring books are perfect for that. They are very easy for

beginners, and can turn out beautifully if you do them correctly. All of your work, however, is great

because you actually took the time to make it. Creating art of any kind is a great thing, no matter

how good or bad. You may learn that you love creating art and inspire a lifelong passion. How will



you know unless you try!?

This is a hilarious coloring book. Going to purchase again.

Bought as a gag gift for an elderly family member facing a painful post op. Was met with gales of

laughter and still resides next to the patients bed at home. Absolutely not for children or people who

are offended by profanity. Cathartic for those it doesn't bother.

As colorful as the expletives it presents. Lots of fun. I didn't think I'd be into coloring at my age...I

kind of like it. Helps me relax.

Was a gift for my best friend and he LOVES it!!

Got this as a present for a friend. Wonderfully explicit. Not excessively detailed but still takes some

time to complete. Definitely worth the buy.

Designs are not intricate, but they are funny.

Wife loves it

My girlfriend loved it.
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